
Introduction
• Rethink how you get your energy

• Rethink how you use your energy

• Rethink what you pay for your energy



• Co-generation (CHP)

• Gas generation

• Solar PV & thermal

• EV charging points

• Building Management Systems

• LED lighting

• Efficient HVAC

• Air source heating and cooling

• Far infrared heating

The Energy Engineers: Background & Mission

Satisfied clients to date include: Interstate Hotels & Resorts, Pizza Hut, KFC, Tesco, Superdrug, Greene 
King,  Tragus  Group,  Whitbread  Group,  Costa  Coffee,  Premier  Inn  (PTI),  Beefeater,  Brewers  Fayre, 
Subway and TGIF among other major leisure operators.

The Energy Engineers
makes use of the following technologies

 
  
  

The Energy Engineers are an independent, market leading energy-generating  company who delivers  sustainable 
cost  saving  strategies  for  UK  corporate  and  SME  organisations.  We  have the  expertise  at  all 
levels  (Procurement, Management  & Renewables)  with  extensive  experience  in  the  hospitality,commercial 
and  industrial  sectors. TEE delivers  energy  to  over  22 thousand  UK-based commercial consumers.



A single, trusted provider from start to finish

Pay-as-you-save billing

Can be structured off-balance sheet

Transparent Carbon & monetary savings

Improved user comfort & productivity

No upfront cost

Rapid approval & installation

Transparent savings

Instant ROI

C&I energy users are familiar with the organisational hurdles to implementing ECMs…

Large investment

Strenuous process & low business priority

Difficulty tracking savings & evaluating co-benefits

Long payback

A lengthy process, involving several 

counterparties, with a high perceived 

risk level and unclear benefits make 

for a difficult business case!

The Energy 
Engineers
WHAT WE DO

 The Energy Engineers designs,  funds  and  installs  Energy  Conservation  Measures  (ECM)  in  select 
clients’ buildings at no upfront cost…

These  measures  immediately  reduce  energy  consumption,  as  well  as  improve  user  comfort  and 
productivity

The drive behind The Energy Engineers

The Energy Engineers Synopsis

TheEnergyEngineers  was  designed  to  

eliminate   these   barriers   to 

implementation,  enabling   clients   to 

make  their  first  step  on  a  journey  to



How it works

• Long-Term Budget Certainty

• Flexibility – No penalty for Early Termination

• Turnkey - Full Operation, Maintenance &

   Support package

How it works

• Rapid Approval

• Sector-Specific Knowledge

• Certified Engineers

• Trusted Provider

 The Energy Engineers makes  use  of  GET’s  innovative  Energy  Performance  Contract  (EPC)  to 
underwrite the delivery of energy savings to your business…

1) Under  an  EPC,  We  will  install  highly  efficient 

fixtures in your building at no upfront cost

2) Once  installed,  the  equipment  generates 

measured and verifiable savings

3) Get issue a monthly invoice covering a portion of 

the savings realised, until the

equipment is paid off. You will NEVER pay more than 

you save.

Qualifying Audit
•Desktop Review
•Credit Checks

Site Audit
•TEE/EIT/GET Engineers attend site

Project Brief
•Full Scope of works
•Savings projection (CO2 / financial)
•Draft EPC

EPC Signed

Installation

Operation & Maintenance
•Dedicated bureau
•24/7 support by trained engineers

Under an EPC, only a portion of the verified & achieved savings are invoiced by The Energy Engineers – 
resulting in immediate ROI and savings

Process



Why Energy Efficiency as a Service?

The UK Clean Growth Strategy highlights Energy Efficiency as a key driver of industrial growth and
sustainability.

 

 

 

 

Subscribing to Energy Efficiency as a Service thanks to The Energy Engineers  
EPC delivers:

• Demonstrable ESG commitment

•Large energy savings (up to 40%)

• Increased Real Estate Value

• Cost Reduction & Budget Certainty

… all at NO COST


